
































 

Name: SKC Coaching Staff Team: SKC U13 Academy Date:  
Mesocycle: Fall 2015 Microcycle/Day:  
Training Objectives: Possession v Penetration 
Creating rhythm in attacking possession, while working on getting in behind the defensive line (emphasis on 
positional rotations) 

 

I.WARM-UP Intensity: LOW Activity Time: 2m 
Duration: 15m Intervals: 3 Recovery Time: 3m 
Organization (Physical Environment/Equipment/Players 
Split into groups of four, performing different passing sequences around 
square/diamond of cones. Perform general warming & dynamic stretches during 
active recovery in between each passing sequence 

COACHING POINTS/KEY CONCEPTS 
Vary passing sequences (i.e. playing outside of cones, taking first touch inside square 
& playing out, short-short-long, etc.). Focus on communication, first touch, body 
position in anticipation of pass, timing & angle of movement off of defender/cone 

 

II.Small-Sided Act. Intensity: MED Activity Time: 2m 
Duration: 24m Intervals: 8 Recovery Time: 1m 
Organization (Physical Environment/Equipment/Players 
Organize players into lines of 3-10 players, split into two groups 5-30yds apart depending on 
activity; Progress through multiple dribbling, combination and/or passing & receiving activities 
(i.e. dribbling at pace; dribble & pass combo; short-short-long patterns; 1-touch passing, etc.) 

COACHING POINTS/KEY CONCEPTS 
Quality first touch; controlled dribbling at varying paces & with proper surfaces; proper 
spacing/angles in anticipation of combo play; communication & awareness; fluid, dynamic 
movements on the dribble; reception of pass w/ different surfaces 

 

III. Expanded Act. Intensity: MED Activity Time: 4m 
Duration: 20m Intervals: 4 Recovery Time: 1m 
Organization (Physical Environment/Equipment/Players 
Split into two groups, each going through identical passing patterns to goal, where the 
player ahead opens up opposite of the player before him. Play 5-10 balls each side, 
keeping count of each goal scored; losing team does punishment 

COACHING POINTS/KEY CONCEPTS 
Communication; timing of movement off the ball; angle of support; 
weight/angle of pass; finishing technique  

 

IV. GAME Intensity: HIGH Activity Time: 8m 
Duration: 30m Intervals: 3 Recovery Time: 2m 
Organization (Physical Environment/Equipment/Players 
9v9 to goal (2-3-3); ½ field. Restrictions: encourage the #9 to remain 
the point & stretch the field vertically; vary # of touches 

COACHING POINTS/KEY CONCEPTS 
Option (to build/encourage rhythm in possession): restrict touches – 2 touches to 
play forward, one touch to play back. Coaching Pts: team shape in attack (form 
triangles, esp. b/w 7, 8, 9, 10, 11); recognizing when to possess v penetrate; 
movement off the ball 

 



 

Name: SCKDA Coaching Staff Team:  SKC U14 Academy Date: 
Mesocycle: Fall 2015 Microcycle/Day:  
Training Objectives: Finishing phase 
Anticipate and adjust to shoot. 
 

 

I.WARM-UP Intensity:  LOW Activity Time: 4m 
Duration:  15m Intervals:  3 Recovery Time: 1m 
Organization (Physical Environment/Equipment/Players 
Group jog.  Dynamic stretching.  In small groups, pass and move.  

COACHING POINTS/KEY CONCEPTS 
Build up to strike over distance.   

 

II.Small-Sided Act. Intensity:  HIGH Activity Time: 3m 
Duration:  30m Intervals: 8 Recovery Time: 30s 
Organization (Physical Environment/Equipment/Players 
44x36.  Field split in half.  2 v 2 in each half.  1 neutral/ team on width.  
2 neutrals/ team on goal lines (each side of big goal).  GK’s included. 

COACHING POINTS/KEY CONCEPTS 
GK can’t play wide, and must stay in box (6).  DEF players must remain goal side to 
start.  Wide neutrals-2 touch.  End neutrals-1 touch.  Anticipate and adjust to provide 
opportunities for finishing. 

 

III.Expanded Act. Intensity:  HIGH Activity Time: 2m 
Duration:  20m Intervals:  8 Recovery Time: 30s 
Organization (Physical Environment/Equipment/Players 
18 yard box.  Big goal.  6 numbered stations.  2v2 inside 18.  Ball starts 
with what number called. 

COACHING POINTS/KEY CONCEPTS 
Quick rotations reps.  Create and finish shooting opportunities.   

 

IV. GAME Intensity: LOW Activity Time: 
Duration Intervals: Recovery Time: 
Organization (Physical Environment/Equipment/Players 
COOL DOWN.  Group stretch. 

COACHING POINTS/KEY CONCEPTS 
 



Intensity: MED 2 min

Duration: 9 min Intervals: 3 1 min

Intensity: HIGH 3 min

Duration: 20 min Intervals: 5 1 min

Intensity: MED 6 min

Duration: 24 min Intervals: 3 2 min

Intensity: MED 8 min

Duration: 22 min Intervals: 2 3 min

Name: SKC Coaching Staff Team:

Date: - Microcycle/Day:

SKC U14 Academy

Spring 2016Mesocycle: -

TRAINING OBJECTIVE(S):
Possession with Emphasis on Changing the Point of Attack

I. WARM-UP Activity Time: 

Recovery Time: 

ORGANIZATION (Physical Environment / Equipment / Players)

Begin with GW, divide into 4 teams of 4 with 4 goals to score on, play regular handball rules, 

then move into handball variation with DS as active rest

COACHING POINTS / KEY CONCEPTS
Game should serve as a sensory overload with a lot of actions/integrations, always be moving 

and staying active off the ball, look to combine and create chances with teammates

II. SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY Activity Time: 

Recovery Time: 

ORGANIZATION (Physical Environment / Equipment / Players)

6v6+6 (6v3 in each endzone) Possession: After 5 passes, ball can be played to opposite zone, 3 

DEF can enter ATT zone to prevent transfer/break build-up; Variation: put touch limits on ATT

COACHING POINTS / KEY CONCEPTS
ATT: Dictate the tempo, playing quick versus drawing in DEF, recognize the pace of play, 

movement off the ball, find the passing lanes, anticipation, weight/accuracy of the pass, quality 

first touch, communication; DEF: cut off the passing lanes, stay compact

III. EXPANDED ACTIVITY Activity Time: 

Recovery Time: 

ORGANIZATION (Physical Environment / Equipment / Players)

8v8+2 to Goal: ATT can score on either goal once they complete 5 passes; Variations: touch 

limits, can't score on the goal in the half you earn possession in 

COACHING POINTS / KEY CONCEPTS
ATT (blue): find the open space, create space, movement off the ball, weight/accuracy of 

passes, communication, quality first touch, draw out DEF (red) to create overload (encourage 

pressure), change the point of attack quickly, create passing lanes

IV. GAME Activity Time: 

Recovery Time: 

ORGANIZATION (Physical Environment / Equipment / Players)

9v9: 3/4 of the field, no restrictions

COACHING POINTS / KEY CONCEPTS
ATT: find the open space, movement off the ball, dictate the tempo, find passing lanes; DEF: cut 

off passing lanes, stay compact, communication




